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Introduction
Clinical imaging is regularly seen to assign the arrangement of 
procedures that noninvasively produce pictures of the inside part 
of the body. It is the strategies and cycles used to make pictures 
of the human body for clinical purposes, for example, trying 
to uncover, analyze or look at injury, brokenness or pathology. 
As an order and in its broadest sense,it consolidates radiology, 
tomography, endoscopy, thermography, clinical photography and 
microscopy.

With improved medical care strategy and expanding accessibility 
of clinical gear, the quantity of worldwide imaging-based systems 
is expanding extensively. Powerful, safe, and great imaging is 
significant for much clinical dynamic and can diminish superfluous 
techniques. For instance, some careful mediations can be kept 
away from out and out if straightforward demonstrative imaging 
administrations, for example, ultrasound are accessible.

Interventional Radiology" (IR) alludes to a scope of strategies 
which depend on the utilization radiological picture direction 
(X-beam fluoroscopy, ultrasound, processed tomography [CT] 
or attractive reverberation imaging [MRI]) to exactly target 
treatment. Most IR medicines are insignificantly obtrusive 
choices to open and laparoscopic (keyhole) medical procedure. 
As numerous IR techniques start with going a needle through the 
skin to the objective it is in some cases called pinhole medical 
procedure.

The scope of conditions which can be treated by IR is huge and 
persistently growing. You may have known about a portion of the 
accompanying: It is essential to perceive that the interventional 
treatment is typically one of a few treatment choices accessible 
going from nothing, through medication treatment and up to 

medical procedure. Each case ought to be considered on its own 
benefits.

In their research, Mhagama A et al. stated that estimation of 
the organ and effective doses committed to patients undergoing 
multislice CT examinations in different hospitals showed 
that, on average, multislice CT scanners deliver comparable 
or lower radiation doses than those obtained in single slice 
CT examinations, and are within the European Commission’s 
diagnostic reference levels.

Chand A et al. In their research, designed a simple device which 
can help the operator to accurately target intra-thoracic, intra-
abdominal and spinal pathology using intraoperative CT images. 
The system also provides stability to the probe during biopsy and 
enables the operator set trajectory to avoid critical structures. This 
can be a good tool for surgeons and interventional radiologists.

I encourage and invite the scholars and the budding researchers 
to contribute their literature works to enhance this Journal which 
functions on principles of scientific excellence, publication ethics, 
and transparency. Your contribution is of great importance for us 
and it will help to establish its high standards. I hope we will make 
Journal of Imaging and Interventional Radiology a genuine and 
powerful publication.


